TMIY Fall 2018 Launch – Michigan Knights of Columbus
Working together to form men and families to Love the Lord and Serve the Church

What is TMIY:
That Man Is You! is a DVD based men’s formation and leadership program that aims to addresses
the pressures and temptations that men face in our modern culture, especially those relating to their
roles as husbands and fathers. There are 26 sessions in the year, 13 sessions in the fall and 13
sessions in the spring. Each session is 1.5 hours which includes a meal and fellowship, 30-min DVD
presentation, and 30 minute small group.
The program is fully developed with training materials, support guides, step by step checklists, core
team manuals, promotional materials, and 26 weeks of program content. More information on the
program and testimonies on its impact can be seen at www.tmiy.org.
Deadline for Registration = August 24, 2018
When a group typically registers for That Man is You!, there are 2 primary steps that transition a
‘Prospective’ class to an ‘Active’ class. These two steps are:
1. Pastor Approval (this may be shared verbally; it does not need to be written)
2. The Formation of a Core Team
a. Typically, 5 - 8 men but can be less depending on the parish size
b. If a group is primarily Knights of Columbus members, we recommend adding
additional men from the parish to the Core Team, to add diversity to the team.
Once these two steps have been completed, a representative from the TMIY class reaches out to
Paradisus Dei to get registered. Once a class has been registered, we will send out the parish
starter kit which includes the Fall DVDs and the support materials like the Training DVDs.
Within 10 days of registration, we would like for groups to hold their first core team training meeting
and order promotional materials. The Core Team Training DVD is provided in the starter
kit. Promotional materials may be ordered any time before the deadline, and it is recommended
that they are ordered even earlier if it is feasible. It is recommended that a promotional campaign for
the program be held at least two weeks, and ideally three weeks, before your class launch.
Window for Fall 2018 Launch = From September 19, 2018 to September 29, 2018
The ideal schedule for the TMIY program’s fall semester is to complete all 13 scheduled sessions
before Christmas. If a group is unable to complete all the sessions before Christmas, or there is
concern that a group may be getting too close to Christmas, there are two recommended options to
adjust your class schedule:
1)
2)

A class may watch two TMIY sessions in one week.
A class may move up to two of the fall semester sessions to the spring, insofar as those fall
sessions do not interfere with the scheduled launch week for the spring (scheduled for the
week of February 4th, 2019) which is tied to the church calendar.

